Winter Semester 2014/15

► Wednesday, 12 November
17:00 hours s.t.
Humboldt-Universität
Senatsaal

German History for an English-Speaking Public
Keynote Lecture 2014
NEIL MACGREGOR Director
The British Museum, London

► Friday, 21 November
17:00 hours s.t.
Grimm-Zentrum
Auditorium

A Tribute to F. A. Mann (1907 - 1981)
Lecture and Concert
LORD COLLINS OF MAPESBURY LLDD, FBA
Former Justice of the United Kingdom Supreme Court

► Monday, 1 December
17:00 hours s.t.
Centre for British Studies
Room 105

After the Scottish Independence Referendum:
What Now for the Future of the UK?
DR GERRY MOONEY Senior Lecturer
Social Policy and Criminology, The Open University (Scotland)

► Wednesday, 3 December
15:00 hours s.t.
Centre for British Studies
Room 105

The Love of Strangers:
Literary Cosmopolitanism in the English Fin de Siècle
DR STEFANO EVANGELISTA Lecturer and Tutorial Fellow
Faculty of English, Trinity College, University of Oxford

► Monday, 12 January
17:00 hours s.t.
Centre for British Studies
Room 105

Cultural Threads: Transnational Textiles Today
PROFESSOR DR JESSICA HEMMINGS Head of Faculty of Visual Culture
National College of Art and Design Dublin

► Monday, 26 January
17:00 hours s.t.
Centre for British Studies
Room 105

Collecting Data: Knowledge Production in
British Censuses and Surveys since 1801
PD DR. KERSTIN BRÜCKWEH Researcher and Lecturer
Faculty of Humanities, History, Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen

► Donnerstag, 29 January
19:30 hours s.t.
Humboldt-Universität
Senatsaal

British Council Literature Seminar
Public Reading and Reception
AUTHORS TO BE CONFIRMED

Everyone is welcome to attend.